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Abstract 

This  paper presents a robust and precise scheme f o r  
face detection and precise facial feature location. Mul- 
tiscale filters are used to  obtain the pre-attentive fea- 
tures of objects, based on  which different models are 
investigated to  locate the face and facial features such 
as eyes, nose and mouth. The structural model is used 
to  characterize the geometric pattern of facial compo- 
nents. The  texture und feature models are used t o  verify 
the face candidates detected before. Since the eyeballs 
are the only features that are salient and have strong in- 
variant property, the distance between them will be used 
t o  normalize faces f o r  recognition. Motivated j?om this, 
with the face detected and the structural information 
extracted, a precise eyes location algorithm is  applied 
using contour and region information. It detects, with 
a subpixellic precision, the center and the radius of the 
eyeballs of a person’s eyes. The detected result can be 
used as an  accurate normalization of images, which re- 
duces greatly the number of possible scales used during 
the face recognition process. 

1 Introduction 

On-line face detection in a scene is the first step in 
Automatic human face recognition. It is still a prob- 
lem considering the variation of illumination, skin tone, 
face scale and orientation and the complex background 
of the image. And obviously, the face pattern detection 
and normalization play critical roles since the errors of 
recognition are caused partially by the errors of the 
face detection and components detection. 

Existing face detection methods include template- 
based[l], neural network-based[2, 31, model-based[4], 
color-based[5] and motion-based approaches[6]. 
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In this paper we present the model-based approach 
to obtain the face location and facial components po- 
sitions. Compared with the template-based methods, 
model-based approach is faster and more flexible. 

Once we located the face and fixed the facial compo- 
nents area, further studies on the precise components 
detection can be carried out. The detected positions 
will be used for normalization or recognition directly. 
A salient and often used feature for normalization is the 
distance between eyes. Many ways including template 
matching[l], and feature searching[7, 81 are proposed 
up to now for eye detection. However, in order to  im- 
prove the performance of recognition, the robust and 
accurate eyes detection should be a must. 

With the precise detection of the eyeballs, we are 
able to reduce greatly the number of the scales under 
consideration during the recognition, and therefore to  
improve the performance and the speed of the recog- 
nition process. The algorithm detects the center and 
radius of the eyeballs at subpixellic accuracy. 

2 Pre-attentive feature detection 

In low resolution, the eye or eyebrow in the face im- 
age usually are dark bars which can be easily detected 
by the elongated second derivative Gaussian filter. In 
fact, the nose and mouth are also dark bars when face 
is in low resolution. So the response of the filtering is 
a peak or valley in the center of such a feature. 

Given a filter, only the features in the same scale and 
same orientation could be detected. However, we found 
that even with a fixed scale filter the pre-attentive fea- 
tures in certain range can also be detected correctly. 
As an example, given the 2nd derivative Gaussian filter 
that is 13 taps in y-direction (25 taps in x-direction), a 
face’s components can be detected as pre-attentive fea- 
tures when the distance between two eyes of the face 
is from 18 to 37 pixels in experiments. 
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a. Original imaEe 

c. Pre-attentive points d. Zoomed part 

Figure 1. Pre-attentive feature detection 

Of cause in order to detect features in different 
scales, multiscale filters in multiple orientations should 
be applied to the image. The face candidates screening 
is done from the smallest scale. If a face is detected, 
other scale space will not be searched. It can cover the 
scale range from 18 pixels to 74 (37x2) pixels and tilt 
range from -30 to +30 degree when detected in two dis- 
crete scales and three discrete orientations, which are 
enough for our system. 

3 Facial image analysis 

With the feature candidates obtained above, three 
models are investigated to search face pattern and fa- 
cial components. The structure model is used to group 
feature points into face. It provides information on 
whether the area is face-like in structure. The texture 
model is used for similarity measurement with gray or 
color information for whether the pattern is face-like 
in texture. The feature model is used for feature niea- 
surement for whether a component is a facial feature. 

3.1 Structure Model 

The structure model groups the feature focusing 
points into face candidates using the geometric rela- 
tionships defined in [4]. In this paper, a simplified ver- 
sion of face structure model is presented as follows. 

For eyes area, two possible sub-structures are shown 
in Fig.2.a, two pairs of eye-eyebrow are shown, and 
Fig.2.b, one pair of eyes are shown. For mouth area, 
with the information of eye-pair, there is at least one 
local minimum feature point in the corresponding area. 
Considering the different expressions and other noise, 
there may be two or more local minima in the area. 

Shown in Fig.3, the mouth/nose will be one of the sub- 
structures. 

All the relationships among the substructures 
should satisfy certain geometric conditions. In system, 
the sub-structures of eye-pair are detected first. With 
a sub-structure of eye-pair, the corresponding sub- 
structure of mouth-nose are searched. The real world 
face candidate is composed of the two sub-structures. 
Then the affine transformation are applied to  the face 
structure model to  fit the real world face structure. 

a. Eye-eyebrows detected separately (left) 
b. Eye-eyebrows detected as one maximum (right) 

Figure 2. Eye area sub-structure, in the figure, 
gray area is the corresponding mouth area 

a. Mouth area, nose-mouth structure (left) 
b. More maxima detected (right) 

Figure 3. Mouth area sub-structure, in the fig- 
ure, gray area is the corresponding eyes area 

3.2 Texture Model 

The texture model measures the gray or color sim- 
ilarities of a candidate with face model, including the 
variation between the facial regions (eyes, nose etc.), 
the symmetry of the face and the color/gray texture 
similarity between two regions of the face. Moreover, 
in the model, the symmetry of face in the filtered do- 
main is enhanced because the related brightness is kept 
almost the same. 

To measure the texture similarity, we use the two 
cheek areas, which are defined as the areas below eyes 
and at the side of nose. One example is shown in Fig.4. 

The texture measurement is on two features. One is 
the gray level variance in the area: 
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The correlation of the projection with the template 
that is trained by samples is taken as a parameter of 
the similarity measurement. 

Another important feature is the direction of the 
detected preattentive feature. Because the two eyes 
are consistent with each other in the direction, the di- 

Figure 4. Cheek areas defined by the eye po- 
sitions 

where I ( i ,  j )  is the intensity value at pixel (i, j )  and M 
is the mean of the gray values in the area. The other 
kind of feature is gradient variance in the area. 

V G [ ~ ]  = x G ~ [ n ] ( i , j ) ~ ,  J i j  
whereGI[n] = I * G [ n ] ,  G [ n ] , n = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 a r e t h e 2 D  
Sobel operators. 

Let V,left be the V, in the left cheek, Yright be the V, 
in the right cheek, V2f t[n]  be the V G [ ~ ]  in left cheek 
and V&"""'[n] be the VG[n] in the right cheek. The 

rections detected along the eyes should be almost the 
same. The feature is used in combination with struc- 
ture model (cf. section 3.1). More details of using im- 
age features to  eye detection are presented in section 
4. 

3.4 Elimination of Conflicting Candidates 

Let f 1  and f 2  the two conflicting face candidates, 
and T 1  = (R:,{Rh[n],n = 0,1,2,3}) and T2 = 
(R;, {R&[n],n = 0,1,2,3}) are respective texture mea- 
surement vectors (cf. section 3.2). Because the ele- 
ments of the vector T 1  (resp. T i ) ,  indicate the flatness 
of the cheek of f 1  (resp. f i ) ,  we use the difference be- 
tween the two vectors, denoted by Df la t ,  to indicate 
the similarity of flatness: 

1 
Dflat = - C(Tf - T:), N = 5. texture symmetry of the two cheek areas is then char- 

acterized by N i  

The similarity in feature model is characterized by 
the eigen-eyes similarity. Let OhFFs and D g F F S  the 
measurement of eigen-feature [9] similarity in the fea- 
ture model for the eye pair 1 in face f 1  and the eye pair 
2 in face f 2 .  We define 

I%left - YTightI 

' 1  = V , l e f t  + %right 

IV$f"n] - V2h"72]I 
R G [ ~ ]  = ,n  = 0,1,2,3.  v$f [n] + V&i"h"[n] 

The ratio values are ideally 0. However in order to 
reduce the influence of spectacles and the variation of 
illumination and skin tone, we set 

RI < 0.30 
RG[n] < 0.33, 72 = 0,1 ,2 ,3  

as the face texture model. The texture measurement 
itself can also be a feature of face. We believe that 
Ks and VGS in all of the subregions that are below the 
eye region have the characteristics that can distinguish 
face pattern and many other non-face patterns. 

3.3 Feature Model 

The feature model compares the feature area to  spe- 
cific facial feature. Here we use the eigen-eyes method 
[9] combined with image feature analysis for eyes de- 
tection. Since the scale information has been obtained 
for each face candidate, via the structure model, the 
eigen-eye method can be applied here efficiently. 

The normalized horizontal and vertical projections 
of the image of eye areas are the first kind of feature. 

Deigen = D ~ F F ,  - D L F F S .  

Using Dflat and Deigen, we define the distance mea- 
sure as 

D ( f 1 ,  f 2 )  = WDflat + (1 - u)Deigen, 

where w=0.25. Notice that Df1.t and Deigen are al- 
ready normalized, 0 5  Deigen, Dflat  5 l. The decision 
is 

Empirically, the value of a is a very small positive 
number. 

4 Precise Eye Location 

Here, we propose a method to  detect the center and 
the radius of the eyeballs with a subpixellic precision, 
considering the face recognition is done on face images 
that are normalized with the eyes position decided pre- 
viously by the face model. We start from the initial eye 
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position (2, y),  and we look for the homogeneous circu- 
lar regions as eyeballs centered at  (z*, y*) and having 
a radius r* in the subimage centered in (z, y) contain- 
ing the eye. This research is realized in the zoomed 
image, and by the reverse coordinates transformation, 
we obtain the real coordinates with a precision of half 
a pixel. 

We combine two complementary measures based on 
the edge information, namely the hough transform for 
the circle and the contour-correlation of circle model 
with the image, and we eliminate the invalid hypothesis 
using a measure of homogeneity associated to  the image 
defined by the current disc. Finally, we use a robust 
method to  select the best circle among all the possible 
circles. 

4.1 Preprocessing 

This preprocessing consists in three ordered steps. 
First, we construct a zoomed image of the eye, centered 
in (z,y), and we normalize it, in order to cancel the 
linear changes of contrast and brightness [lo]. Then, 
we extract the edges from this normalized image, and 
finally, we improve the quality of the eyeball region, by 
reducing the quantity of light which is reflected within 
it. 

The zoom factor applied to the face is determined, 
using the previous position of the two eyeballs, says 
(z~,yl) and (x2,y2), such that the final distance sep- 
arating two eyes in the zoomed image is equal to  100 
pixels. For the face recognition, we work with normal- 
ized images, such that the distance between two eyes is 
equal to 50 pixels. In these images, we noticed, before 
the proposed precise eyes detection, a position error 
of *3 pixels of the eyeball centers, crucial points for 
a good geometrical normalization and thus for a good 
recognition. Therefore, the precision obtained in the 
zoomed image is of half-pixel, in respect to  the nor- 
malization for the recognition. 

Figure 5. The Canny-deriche edge detection 

4.2 Hypothesis Evaluation 

A hypothesis H ( z ,  y,  r )  is a possible eyeball centered 
at (z, y) with radius r .  To build the hypothesis set, we 
proceed in four steps: 1) using a priori knowledge, we 
select the set of likely hypothesis; 2) we compute the 

Figure 6. Cancelling the light reflected in the 
eye 

original image (left); filtered image (middle); 
smoothed image (right) 

hough transform; 3) we compute the reciprocal opera- 
tion using a contour correlation technique; 4) we keep 
only the homogeneous regions. 

Using an automatic thresholding method, we get 
the eyeball region by segmentation of the dark pix- 
els, which is defined as the pixels having gray level less 
than a threshold T, so that all the dark pixels occupy 
a small part, say 15%, of the eye area. 

Finally, we obtain the set H = U Z 6 H ( r )  of the 
likely hypothesis, using the dilation (neighborhood of 
2 pixels), 

Figure 7. Automatic Thresholding Results 

4.2.1 Circular Detection 

Both the Hough transform and the contour correlation 
are used for finding discs on the contour image. The 
parameters are the disc center (2, y) and the radius r .  
Then, the hypothesis (z, y, T )  is kept for subsequential 
analysis if 

H = { (z, y, r )  E H : acc(z, y, r )  > M }  

where ucc(z, y, T )  is the accumulator in Hough trans- 
form and M = 3. 

The correlation of a hypothesis (z, y, r )  with the dig- 
ital circle C(z, y, r )  is computed as 

where N is the number of pixels in the circle model, 

0 i f P ( U , b )  <= K 
a(u ,  b )  = 1 i f /3 (a ,b)  > K 
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P(a,b)  is the number of points having a nonzero edge 
magnitude in a 3x3 neighborhood of ( a ,  b ) ,  which allows 
more robustness, against the variability of the shape of 
the observed circle, and against the possible breaks of 
the contour, 

1 1  

P(a, b) = contour(a + i, b + j ) .  
i=-1 j=-1 

Here K = 3. 

when the obtained score is too weak, 
The hypothesis are rejected by contour correlation, 

H = { ( z , ~ , T )  E H : C O T ( X , ~ , T )  > thco,}. 

with the threshold th,,, fixed to 0.6, which means that 
we accept an hypothesis only if a t  least 60% of the 
circle is present in the edge image. 

4.2.2 Region Homogeneity 

A hypothesis is an eyeball if 1) it is a homogeneous 
(monochromatic) region, 2) it is darker than the white 
region surrounding it. In order to  compensate the pres- 
ence of light within the eyeball, we use the grey level 
image, filtered in the preprocessing step. 

A normalized standard deviation is used here as the 
homogeneity measure, 

1 
hom(z ,y , r )  = -c ( 

255 r 
where o is the standard deviation of the gray level in 
the region delimited by the digital disc D ( z ,  y, r )  and 
r,in is the minimum radius allowed (here 6 pixels). 
The smaller the value of hom(z, y, T ) ,  the better the 
homogeneity. With the intensity mean p to measure 
the darkness of the region, we have 

H = {(z ,y , r )  E H :  p < TAhom(z,y,r)  < th,}, 

where T has been fixed in the pre-selection step ( 4.2), 
and th ,  is defined for the disc of radius rmin 

5 t h  - - = 0.02. 
- 255 

It means that we tolerate a standard deviation of 5 
grey levels around the mean value within 100 pixels. 

4.3 Optimal Decision of the Location 

We obtained three values for each valid hypothesis 

In order to get the best hypothesis of eyeball 
(z*, y * ,  r * ) ,  we first select the best center ( E * ,  y * )  which 
minimizes a cost function, and secondly, we research 
the best radius. 

(z, Y, 1) acc(z, 9, r ) ;  2) CO+, v, r ) ;  3) hom(z,  Y, 

4.3.1 Selecting the Best Center 

The set V, of the likely disc hypothesis is defined as 
the set of disc for which reasonable values of the con- 
tour correlation and the homogeneity values have been 
obtained 

V, = { ( z , ~ J , T )  E H :  
cor(z, y, r )  > a A hom(z,  y, r )  < P } .  

for a = 0.6 and P = 0.015. The potential centers set 
V is then given by 

V = ((2,~) : 3(z ,y , r )  E Vr} 
To select the best center in V, we define a cost func- 

tion which combines the scores of Hough transform and 
contour correlation, 

where 
H(z Y) - C(X Y) H ( z ,  y) = 1 - 2 , C ( 2 ,  y) = 1 - - 
Hmax c m a x  

with 
H ( z ,  Y) J, acc(z, Y, r )  
C(z, Y) = J,  COT(^, Y, T )  

Hmax = max(x,y) H ( z ,  Y) 
c m a x  = max(x,y) C(zc, Y) 

Here y = 0.3 weights the relative importance. 
The values of N are normalized, and the optimal 

center position is then provided by the minimum value 
of N ( z ,  y),  that is 

(z*,y*) = argminN(z,y) .  
(X3Y) 

4.3.2 Selecting the Best Circle 

Let V,*, the set of the likely hypothesis centered in the 
neighborhood of ( ~ * , y * ) ,  with ex = cy = 1, 

v,* = {(z,Y,T) : IZ - z*( 5 ex A Iy - y*l  5 cy}. 

The optimal hypothesis (z,, y,, r,)  is searched in V:. 
For two hypothesis hl = ( z l , y l , r l ) ,  h2 = (zZ,y2,r2), 
we define the order relation hl >* h2, if 

cor(h1) > cor(h2) + Ecor 

or 

Icor(h1) - cor(hz)l < E,,, A hom(h1) < h m ( h 2 )  
where cCor = 0.001. We then obtain the optimal point 
h, = (z,, y,, r , )  E V,* such that 

and the hypothesis is ultimately accepted if 

h, >* h,Vh E (V; - {h,}) 

T(h,) > T ,  with ~ ( h , )  =  COT(^,) * (1 - h m ( h , ) ) .  
For the prefixed thresholds, namely a for the correla- 

tion and ,fl for the homogeneity, the rejection threshold 
rr has been fixed such that T > a(1- P) .  With a = 0.6 
and P = 0.02 (cf. 4.2.1,4.2.2), we can have rr = 0.6. 
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5 Results and Discussion 

We have proposed a scheme for face location and 
accurate eyes detection, which is based on multiple ev- 
idences, including facial components structure, texture 
similarity, component feature measurement and con- 
tour matching. 

Applying the multiscale and multi-orientation filters 
bank to images, the proposed method can detect faces 
in the size from 18 pixel to 74 pixel and tilted from -30 
degree to +30 degree. 

The original image size is 384 x 288. For one im- 
age, it takes about 5.0 seconds to capture the eyes on 
Sun Ultra1 workstation, considering to  search all the 
scale and orientation space. It can be faster if the color 
information is used to segment the image first. Upon 
the first face captured, the face tracking can be imple- 
mented for the on-line detection and human-machine 
interface. Total 852 images are captured, in which 
some persons provided several times for capturing their 
faces with different conditions, such as that of the illu- 
mination, background, with or without glasses, a little 
expressions etc. 

Figure 8. Faces detected with eyes marked 

There are 84 errors in face detection which are 
caused by tilt face (tilt angle larger than 30 degree), 
too much rotation in depth (so not front view), illumi- 
nation unbalance including the bright reflection on the 
glasses, and model unfitting, the feature model in the 
current system can not fit too dark skin. 

Based 011 the face detected, we also proposed a pre- 
cise eye detection (half-pixel) combining contour and 
region information extracted from a zoomed image. 
The accuracy of the detection is defined by the differ- 
ence between the one detected automatically and the 
one fixed manually. Here we have tested it against 
two databases. One is built from video images that 
contains more than 200 images. The other is a photo 
image database with more than 5000 frontal view faces. 

Noticeable improvements have been realized, espe- 

cially in the rotation and scale normalizations. In video 
image database, we got 100% eyes located accurately 
provided the face detected correctly before. On the 
photo database, only 2% failure is reported for either 
no eyes detected or wrong eyes position obtained, which 
are mainly caused by the poor quality of the images. 

Another use of this algorithm is to evaluate, before 
the recognition, if a detected face is suitable for a good 
normalization or not, and therefore, for a successful 
recognition or not. To a specific hardware configura- 
tion, if the detected eyeballs are judged too small, too 
close or too far from each other, we expect that the nor- 
malization will be very unstable. Here the probability 
of confusion with another face is reduced, of cause with 
the increase of the rejection rate. 
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